Abstract
Introduction
It is nowadays common to see the personnel of different divisions of large organizations share documents provided by servers located abroad. Examples include general purpose documents (e.g. electronic news papers, stock quotes) and documents related to the enterprise activities (e.g. standards, information on clients and suppliers). However, accessing electronic documents located abroad is slow and expensive. In addition, these documents are not always available. Problems are due to asynchronous communication, server load, network congestion, communication latency, and the characteristics of the Internet (network partitions, server disconnections and communication failures, for example).
To improve the access response time while reducing the economic cost, divisions cache external documents at nearby intermediate providers (e.g. mirrors or caching proxies [5] ). We argue that a location service capable of discovering all documents cached within the organization's boundaries and of binding each user's request to the replica offering the best response time is needed in order to benefit from these intermediate providers. To achieve that, interme- This raises the problem of which version should be returned when a client requests the document. A blind choice may lead to delivering a version which is older than one already retrieved. This behavior is confusing and could encourage users to bypass intermediate providers for future accesses.
Although the need of such a location service has already been identified [1] , existing solutions, especially in the context of the Web [3, 4, 7, 13, 18] , have limitations. First, although they provide transparent access to caching proxies, accessing a mirror site is not transparent. Second, the query procedure introduces additional latency during document access. Third, existing systems do not provide guarantees regarding the consistency of document versions delivered. In particular, a client may retrieve a version which is inconsistent with respect to previously retrieved versions.
This paper presents Relais, a directory service for large organization-wide distributed caches. Relais connects together the intermediate providers, offering the abstraction of a shared distributed document cache. Figure 1 shows an example of a distributed cache composed of two caching proxies and two mirrors. Relais provides a distributed directory service, i.e. it resolves the name of a document (a URL) into a location; furthermore it provides the "best" location among a set of replicas for that document within the organization's boundaries. To do so, it maintains a directory of the contents of all intermediate providers in the organization. The directory is replicated, ensuring that name resolution is always a cheap, local operation.
Relais relies on an abstract document model; interface objects are responsible for converting the service API, for instance HTTP requests or the filing service interface, into the Relais directory generic interface. This architecture enables Relais to connect different kinds of intermediate providers (e.g. Web caching proxies, replicated file systems, and replicated databases).
Relais offers its users two consistency guarantees: Read Monotonic and Read Your Writes [16] . 1 Relais also guarantees that once a newer version of a document has been noticed by any intermediate provider, all its neighbors will rapidly be informed in order to update their copies as well; this improves individual cache consistency with respect to the servers and the group coherency as well. Group coherency is important for example when several persons from different divisions need to have a common view on some evolving documents located abroad.
Finally, Relais tolerates network partitions and disconnections; it implements a lightweight protocol to recover from short disconnections and a heavyweight protocol to recover from long disconnections or failures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background to our work. Section 3 describes the directory replication protocol. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and points at future work.
Background
We consider a document to be any kind of resource. It might be a file, a Web document, a memory segment, an instance of an abstract data type, or a cluster of objects. Each document is designated by a URL. The document is the unit of caching and consistency management. Each document is owned by a single server, called its origin server.
A document can evolve over time (i.e. new versions of documents can be created at any time). We assume that, Figure 2 . The Relais Architecture when a document is requested from its origin server, the server delivers an up-to-date copy together with a timestamp that identifies the returned version. Document copies can be stored at intermediate providers within the organization's boundaries. Examples of intermediate providers include Web caching proxies, mirrors, archives, file systems, etc. We refer to locations of intermediate providers as the organization replication sites. Locations where users submit their document requests are called access points. Note that a single location may play both roles. For instance, a mirror provides information but isn't an access point; a non-caching proxy is only an access point; a caching proxy plays both roles.
When an intermediate provider retrieves a version of a document from the server, it becomes a primary replica site for this version. Each document cached within the system has a primary replica site: the notion is independent of whether or not this site actually owns a replica of the version. Note that a version may have several primary replica sites if several intermediate providers independently retrieved the same document from the server.
The remaining of this section introduces the Relais architecture. Relais comprises three kinds of components: provider agents, location proxies and directory managers (see Figure 2 ). Provider agents interface intermediate providers with other components of Relais, whereas location proxies enable users to access documents from the shared distributed cache. Directory managers replicate the shared directory.
Provider Agents
A provider agent allows an intermediate provider to register documents in their possession with the shared distributed directory. An intermediate provider notifies its provider agent when adding or removing a document, and when detecting a newer version of a document.
Provider agents manage document name aliases. For example, a document stored in a mirror has a different name (i.e. URL) than the original document. However, the users wish such renaming to remain transparent, i.e. to designate all copies uniformly. To solve this problem, the provider agent registers a replica under its original name. It then takes care of the mapping when a replica is requested under its global name.
Location proxies
A location proxy enables a user to transparently access the group of intermediate providers that make up the organization-wide distributed cache. A user submits a document name to his associated location proxy. We make the hypothesis that a user doesn't change his location proxy.
The location proxy first looks up the name in the directory. If the document is available in the system, the directory manager returns a list of locations where replicas can be retrieved. The location proxy chooses a preferred replica, either by itself or by delegating the choice to an external service such as SPAND [14] .
A location proxy also informs the local directory manager when new versions of documents are observed or when users update originals.
Directory Managers
The directory is replicated towards the organization access points by the directory managers. They perform registration and removal of document locations, invalidation of cached copies when their originals are updated, and lookup of available locations.
Lookup requests are resolved by simply consulting the local copy of the directory. All other requests (register, remove, invalidate) trigger notification messages to be sent to other managers to keep directory replicas consistent.
The main contribution of Relais is the directory replication protocol. The rest of the paper focuses on that aspect.
Directory Replication Protocol
The replication protocol is implemented by the group of directory managers. They cooperate with one another by exchanging notifications. Notification types include: Add, Delete, Invalidate and Probe. The three former are notifications of application-related events, whereas the latter is used by the protocol itself (for example, Probe notifications may be used to request the partner's time).
Logical Clocks
Relais relies on logical clocks to timestamp notifications exchanged within the group of directory managers. Relais requires each directory manager to maintain a logical clock that allows it to timestamp notifications that it generates during its lifetime. Timestamps totally order the notifications from a given manager, such that the order is consistent with the order in which the notified events occurred.
In practice, each directory manager maintains a local logical clock of two components: a session component s and a counter c. The session component corresponds to the last restart time of the site. The counter component is initialized at site restart time, then incremented at each occurrence of an interesting event (i.e. registration, removal, invalidation or probe).
Global Virtual Time
Relais implements a reliable FIFO delivery of notifications.
Since notifications carry their timestamps, each directory manager can approximate the time of its partners based on the timestamps of notifications received from these partners.
These approximations constitute what the local manager's global virtual time [6] . More precisely, each manager approximates the global virtual time of the group with a vector of clock values, one entry per partner. The entry associated with each remote partner contains the timestamp of the most recent event notified by that partner; the entry corresponding to the local manager contains its logical clock.
Basic Replication protocol
For the purpose of this article, we assume that Relais is deployed on n sites, numbered 1; :::; n. To simplify the presentation, we also assume that every site is both a replication site and an access point, and that there exists one intermediate provider per site.
This section concentrates on the basic protocol. Initially we also assume the absence of failures and disconnections, and do not address consistency issues. These assumptions will be relaxed later in the paper.
Basic Notifications
A local copy of the shared directory is up-to-date if the locations of all the accessible documents in the group are referenced in the directory, and there are no dangling references. For that, Relais managers must be informed whenever a new copy is added to, or removed from, an accessible intermediate provider.
When the directory manager receives a registration (resp. removal) request, a Add (resp. Delete) notification is multicast to the group. The Add (resp. Delete) notifies the arrival of a new (resp. removal of an old) copy at an intermediate provider.
Each basic notification carries the following information: its type (Add or Delete); the document URL; the provider agent address; the version timestamp of the notified copy; the identifier of the primary replica site of the version; and the logical clock of the document's primary replica site at the registration time. 
Notification Protocol
The notification protocol enforces reliable delivery of notifications in generation order. The Relais notification system has two layers: the queuing layer and the transport layer.
The queuing layer maintains, for each destination, a queue of notifications yet to be sent to this destination. Each notification in the queue is timestamped with the local logical clock of the notified event. A notification is removed from the queue only after its delivery has been acknowledged. Note that the length of the queue of outstanding notifications for some destination provides a hint about this partner's connectivity: the longer it is, the higher the probability that the partner is disconnected.
For each partner, periodically (or when the length of the queue reaches some limit) the transport layer sends a message. Each message contains a sequence of queued notifications, starting from the oldest outstanding notification for that partner.
To reduce bandwidth consumption, timestamps attached to notifications are not packed in the transport message. Rather, the transport message contains only the timestamp of the youngest notification contained in the message. This is sufficient because the sequence of notifications is delivered to the destination atomically; in addition, the delivery system indicates the order in which the notifications were originally sent.
The transport message also carries the timestamp of the most recent event that occurred at the destination site and which has been notified so far. This timestamp acknowledges previous notifications received from this destination. Hence, each manager knows which notifications have already been delivered to its partners and can remove them from outstanding notification queues.
Conversely, if a message carries notifications that were already delivered, the receiver will detect them by comparing the virtual time of the sender and its view of that time. When the view is greater than the announced virtual time, the message is ignored.
Monotonic Progress in Document Histories
Here, we consider a consistency guarantee, the Read Monotonic guarantee. This guarantees that no client will ever see successive versions of a document that go back in time. To achieve that, each manager should remember a version threshold for each document it has already delivered to its users; this is a timestamp that identifies the most recent version that was delivered to its users. Only a copy with a version timestamp greater or equal to this threshold may be referenced by a manager.
One problem with this solution is memory consumption. The number of documents accessed from each access point is likely to grow quickly over time, but not all documents that have been accessed so far need to be remembered.
When a document is no longer available within the organization, it is pointless to maintain an entry in the shared distributed directory for that document. However, entry reclamation must preserve the guarantee of monotonic progress. To achieve this, a manager may only reclaim an entry in its copy of the shared distributed directory if the following two conditions are satisfied: (i) no copy of the corresponding document is referenced any more; (ii) the manager is certain that the current threshold version is stable within the group of managers; this means that all managers know either this version or a more recent one.
We can detect stable versions within a group of n managers using a n n array that we name GS 3 which each manager owns a copy. GS is constructed as follows. Raw i of GS corresponds to the last known global virtual time of manager i. To update this row, each manager periodically pushes its global virtual time vector to the entire group, using a Probe notification.
To determine whether a version carried by an Add notification a, generated by manager k at the local time t, is stable (that is, has already been received by all managers), we only need to check the following condition: 8j 2 f 1; : : : ; n g; G S j; k t
Any notification carrying the version may be used to check the stability of a version within the group. Hence, to limit memory consumption, managers allocate directory entries only for documents currently cached in at least one intermediate provider, or for documents with unstable version thresholds. Once a manager has noticed the stability of that version, it can no longer receive an Add notification concerning a version older than the stable one. When a manager receives a request for a document that it doesn't reference, it defaults to the origin server, which in turn always delivers an up-to-date document. Therefore the protocol preserves the Read Monotonic guarantee. 3 
GS stands for Global State

Recovery Protocols
In this section, we consider that Relais managers can disconnect from one another. We want to avoid consuming network and memory resources with notifications to disconnected partners. For that, each manager monitors its connections with its peers. Upon reconnection of a partner presumed disconnected, managers run a recovery protocol. Relais implements a lightweight protocol to recover from disconnections, and a heavyweight protocol to recover from failures (or long disconnections)
State Transition Rules
From a manager's viewpoint, another manager is considered to be in one of four states: Connected, Disconnected, Failed and Reconnecting. Figure 3 
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R e c o n n e c t io Later on, if M 1 receives a probe or any other notification from M 2 , it will initiate the heavyweight recovery protocol.
Heavyweight Recovery Protocol
When two managers reconnect after a long period of disconnection, each one may have documents that could interest the other. Also, each manager may have reclaimed certain entries of the shared repository during the disconnection. Hence the heavyweight recovery protocol has two objectives.
Firstly, it allows the managers to inform each other of the documents in their possession. Interesting documents are those to which a manager can bind its users, without violating the Relais consistency guarantees. A conservative solution is, for a manager which has considered the other Failed, to only reference documents (in the possession of the presumed failed partner) for which it still remembers the most recent version delivered to its users.
Secondly, the recovery protocol should guarantee that, after the recovery, the recovered (or reconnected) manager will not introduce inconsistencies. For instance, after the reconnection of a system that has been partitioned, if different partitions have observed different versions of a document there is a risk of forcing certain sites that were in a separate partition to "backup" to their past. Figure 4 shows a scenario that illustrates this problem.
In this scenario, the organization has three sites. M 1 , M 2 and M 3 are managers of the replicated directory. Let us suppose that the system has been partitioned for some time;
the partitions are fM 1 g; fM 2 ; M 3 g. Note that, at startup time, each manager considers other partners to be in the Failed state. The manager then builds an up-to-date local copy of the shared directory by running the previously described heavyweight recovery procedure with each partner that it can contact.
Distributed Cache Coherency
Relais offers the abstraction of a distributed document store. One objective of Relais is to ensure the rapid progress of the overall distributed cache on each document history, while letting each intermediate provider implement its own consistency protocol.
Let's consider two provider agents P 1 and P 2 , and a document d. Consider the following scenario:
1. P 2 retrieves a copy of d from the origin server and informs its associated manager M 2 . M 2 in turn, notifies the storing (an Add notification) of the retrieved copy.
2. Later on, P 1 receives an invalidation request from the origin server indicating that d has changed. P 1 invalidates its cached copy, then informs its associated manager, M 1 for example, which in turn updates its local copy of the shared directory to no longer point to obsolete copies; M 1 then notifies its peers, using the Invalidate notification type. The
When an Invalidate notification carries the current version, the problem is easier and is treated as an Add notification that does not indicate the address of a provider agent. However, when the new version is not specified (which is common for most invalidation-based cache consistency protocols), things get complicated.
In the current design, Relais implements a simple solution. An Invalidate notification carries the old version being invalidated and, if available, the up-to-date version. When a manager receives an Invalidate notification which specifies the new version, it treats it as an Add carrying a new version: it forgets current locations and updates the version threshold. If an Invalidate notification doesn't indicate the new version, each manager invalidates its local copy of the notified document if its version is older or equal to old version specified by the notification. Removals of copies are notified to the group using a normal Delete notification.
Performance Evaluation
In this section, we assess some of the choices we made in the design of the Relais protocol (directory service, consistency guarantees). We compare Relais to ICP [18] , a widely used location protocol for objects 4 within cooperating caches. When ICP needs to locate a server for a document in a group of cooperating caches, it broadcasts a message to all the group asking if any member has a copy. The first to answer positively is picked to be the suitable server.
We use simulation techniques because they allow reproducible experiments. It is thus easy to compare different configurations. We use Saperlipopette! [11] , a distributed Web cache simulator developed by our group.
Simulated Environment
The evaluated environment consists of five cooperating caches, 250 MB storage size each, servicing a group of clients. Network characteristics (i.e., latency and bandwidth) between clients, caches and servers have been setup to fake a realistic environment.
Saperlipopette! is a trace-based simulator. We collected traces at INRIA for one month ( 900:000 requests). Since we do not aim here at presenting a real case study, we use a hash function to distribute the clients among the five caches (each cache received 180:000 requests). 4 Mostly Web documents 
Metrics
As stated earlier, we do not try to evaluate all the facets of Relais. We measure here the accuracy of the location service provided by Relais. ICP provides, in this area, the best possible results: it always sends location requests to its partners at the time of the requests. On the other hand, Relais asynchronously vehicles location data amongst cooperating caches, thus allowing false locations. Local hits (resp. Neighbor hits) ratio quantifies the percentage of requests resolved by the local cache (resp. one of the neighbor caches). False hits ratio quantifies false location.
We evaluate the amount of consistency provided by ICP and Relais with respect to origin servers (Inconsistency/Server). We are also interested in the "Monotonic progress in document histories". However, we do not address it in this evaluation.
Finally, we quantify the cost of different resources used by these location services: Memory usage (i.e. size of the Relais shared directory) and network overhead.
Results and Interpretation
As we can see from table 1, Relais locates documents with almost the same accuracy as ICP: local hits and neighbor hits are almost equal. As stated earlier, Relais can produce false location information because of its asynchronous propagation of location data. However, in these simulations the false location phenomenon is almost inexistent ( 0:0032).
The number of cases where one of the caches answered with an obsolete version of the document is slightly advantageous to Relais. We can interpret it as a side effect of the notification protocol.
The memory cost incurred by ICP is zero, as it doesn't store any kind of location information, whereas Relais required 15 MB/site. We argue that this amount of memory is quite low compared to the total size of located documents (1.25 GB). However, we expect it to be greater in a larger group of bigger caches.
As for the network traffic, we can see that Relais generates 7.5 times less messages than ICP. This is due to the fact that Relais aggregates location information in larger packets making a good use of the network bandwidth.
To summarize, Relais provided us with almost the same location results as ICP with better consistency and lower latency, a small memory cost and a huge improvement of network utilization.
Related Work
Our work tackles a number of issues that were addressed by several other systems. These include the directory service abstraction in large-scale settings, cooperative cache protocols, consistency guarantees in a weakly consistent system, and update propagation in a disconnected environment. Hereafter, we point out some of these systems and compare their objectives and/or solutions to ours.
General Purpose Location Service
A number of general purpose location systems have been proposed in the past, including the ClearingHouse [10] , DNS [8, 9] and the Globe location service [17] . These systems operate at a worldwide scale, which implies managing a huge quantity of information. Consequently, they use tree architectures, and propagate the location requests along the branches of the tree. 5 As the location mappings that they manage don't change often, caching techniques can easily be used to minimize the number of requests to the location system.
In contrast, the location information managed by Relais changes very often. Relais places its use in smaller-scale systems: each group should link together a relatively small number of directory managers. This enables us to totally replicate the location directory, and permits local lookups. However, the size of Relais' directory is still an issue when managing large numbers of documents. We will address it in our future research.
Cooperative Cache Protocols
Relais can be used to implement cooperative caches. A number of cooperative cache protocols have already been proposed, first in the file system area, and later for the World-Wide Web.
Cooperative file system caches place themselves in local area networks [2] . As the LAN is faster than the disks, when requesting a file (or a block), the server can redirect the request to a neighboring cache rather than accessing its disk. This approach differs from ours: the location information can be centralized at the server point (possibly reusing the invalidation callback references).
Cooperative Web caches are much closer to the issue we address: considering that accessing the servers is costly, how do a number of caches share their contents?
The simplest mechanism is "request on demand": when a cache misses a document, it queries its neighbors in order to locate nearby copies. This technique is used by the ICP protocol [18] . The drawback of this protocol is that it suffers significant latency and generates a lot of traffic. To reduce this problem, Crisp [4] proposes a mapping server that maintains location related information. Now, when a cache misses a document, it queries only the mapping server to obtain alternative locations of the document. The Crisp mapping server may be centralized, partitioned or replicated at several sites.
Summary caches [3] and Cache Digests [13] pursue the same goal as Relais: to make the shared directory available locally to each member of the group so as to minimize the location cost. While with Relais each cache logically notifies all interesting events to its partners, Summary caches and Cache Digests propose that each cache computes periodically a compressed representation of its contents and sends it to its partners. The drawback is that the content representations must be exchanged often in order to avoid excessive inconsistencies.
None of these protocols address the document consistency issue. However, distributed caching introduces problems such as the Read Monotonic guarantee violation. We believe that such counter-intuitive cache behaviors should be avoided; if we don't address this point conveniently, users might decide to bypass their caches.
Conclusion
We present Relais, a directory service that permits efficient and transparent location of document copies cached within the organization boundaries. Relais is a basic building block for efficient sharing of information among welldelimited groups of users, possibly distributed at geographically separate sites. It exploits efficiently the internal resources of an organization (such as communication links, storage space, and CPU time) to improve performance and availability, while reducing access to external resources (e.g. public networks, Web servers, and databases).
Relais has been prototyped on top of Squid [15] . This prototype has been used to locate Web documents in clusters of caching proxies. In particular, it has been in daily use in our institute for more than a year [12] . Although we didn't yet study the benefits of providing the Read Monotonic and Read Your Writes consistency guarantees, we consider them essential to users' acceptance of caches.
Looking to the future, our objectives include three points. Firstly, we will address the scalability issue. With the current design, each manager has a huge state to maintain. We also want to get rid of the total replication of the directory. We are working on structuring the cooperation group into subgroups for building a kind of "cooperation hierarchy". Secondly, we are considering the use of Relais for other application domains. In particular, we plan to use Relais to enable efficient sharing in a large-scale file server, when the number of clients is large. Another planned case study is a large-scale distributed object store for cooperative engineering in virtual enterprises. Thirdly, we are considering the refinement of the protocol to remove current limitations; in particular, we should relax the requirement for a user to be bound to a single location proxy once and for all.
